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Issue  13g 

Garmouth, Lhanbryde, and Urquhart 

Development 
plan 
reference: 

 
Garmouth Settlement Statement,  page 209 -
211 

 Water and Drainage, page 209 

 R1 South of Innes Road, page 210 

 ENV6, page 210, 
 

Lhanbryde Settlement Statement,  page 233 -
237 

 R1 West of St Andrews Road, page 233 
 
Urquhart Settlement Statement, page 276-278 

 Objectives, page 276 

 R1 Meft Road, page 276 

 LONG 1 Meft Road, page 277 

 Not Taken Forward 
 

Reporter: 

Body or person(s) submitting a representation raising the issue (including 
reference number): 

 
Garmouth 
Water and Drainage 

Scottish Water (0113) 
Scottish Natural Heritage (1027) 
R1 South of Innes Road 
Innes Community Council (0129) 
Garmouth and Kingston Amenities Committee   (0149) 
Mr Stephen Forsyth (0586) 
Rosslyn Golding (0603) 
Mr A W Clarke (0607) 
Gordon Rae (0616) 
David And Jenny Burridge (0633) 
Hilary Dawson (0913) 
Bill And Shirley Lamb (0942) 
Allison Young (0949) 
Robert Dodsworth and Karen Stewart (0970) 
Mrs Susan Barclay (0971) 
ENV6 

Mr Cyril Smith (0025) 
Lhanbryde 
R1 West of St Andrews Road 
Scottish Environment Protection Agency (0569) 
A E Milne And Son (0881) 
Urquhart  
Objectives 
Mr E Rattray (0701) 
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R1 and LONG1 

Mr E Rattray (0701) 
Ray Cartwright (0929) 
S Rattray (1017) 
Not Taken Forward 

Mr Ed Rattray (0087) 
 

Provision of the 
development plan to 
which the issue 
relates: 

 
Site designations within the villages of Garmouth, 
Lhanbryde and Urquhart. These include residential 
allocations which contribute to achieving the housing 
land requirements for the Elgin Housing Market Area and 
environmental designations to protect open space and 
safeguard amenity.   
 

Planning authority’s summary of the representation(s): 

 
Garmouth 
Water and Drainage 
Scottish Water (0113) 
Current levels of development within the Garmouth Waste Water Treatment 
Works (WWTW) catchment can be accommodated by the existing treatment 
plant. All surface water is now removed from the sewer network for any new 
housing development which reduces the hydraulic loading on the treatment plant 
and the network. Note the text within the settlement statement. Scottish Water 
assesses and evaluates connection applications and if there is any suggestion 
that new housing development may cause new or exacerbate any known network 
issues, there is a responsibility upon the developer to undertake a drainage 
impact assessment (DIA). There is an expectation the developer will undertake 
work on the network to mitigate the impact on existing customers.  Recently 
concern has been raised locally about the Treatment Plant and network to 
accommodate development. Recent studies have been carried out on the 
affected part of the network which have shown that ingress of tree roots within the 
sewer pipes has resulted in blockages. Would reassure the Council and residents 
that the foul drainage only flows from the promoted site within the Local 
Development Plan would have a limited impact on the network and the treatment 
facility. The proposals would need to be assessed as part of the connection 
process and would not be allowed to connect until such times as mitigation work 
was carried out. Should investment be required in the future at the treatment 
facility, Ministerial investment triggers must be met to allow Scottish Water to 
allocate growth project funding. One criteria is that it is fully supported by the 
Local Development Plan. By promoting this site within the Local Development 
Plan the Council is actively ensuring that Scottish Water has the ability to allocate 
growth funding to deliver future capacity at Garmouth WWTW when required as 
well as informing future investment planning. Proposes amendment to wording.  
 
Scottish Natural Heritage (1027) 
Text refers to the nearby SPA and Ramsar site (Moray and Nairn Coast) but not 
to the equally relevant nearby SAC (River Spey). Protection of water quality is as 
important for this SAC as it is for the SPA/Ramsar 
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R1 South of Innes Road   

Innes Community Council (0129), Garmouth and Kingston Amenities Committee 
(0149), Stephen Forsyth (0586), Rossyln Golding (0603), Mr AW Clarke (0607), 
Gordon Rae (0616), David and Jenny Burridge (0633), Hilary Dawson (0913), Bill 
and Shirley Lamb (0942), Allison Young (0949), Robert Dodsworth and Karen 
Stewart (0970), Mrs Susan Barclay (0971) 
Object on some or all of the grounds below.  

 Development will ruin the ambiance and character of the village. Estate 
development will overwhelm the dispersed settlement. The site is bordered on 
four sides by the conservation area which the Council has an obligation to 
have regard to preserving and enhancing. Concerned about the quality and 
amenity of development, overlooking and the impact of this on neighbouring 
property value. 

 Consent has previously been refused on the grounds of the capacity of the 
waste water treatment facility and the location outwith the settlement 
boundary. The sewage infrastructure is unable to cope with current demands 
and there are existing issues of sewage backing up.  The position on sewage 
capacity is unclear.  

 There are no local facilities including shop or medical facilities. There is limited 
bus service and therefore development will be reliant on private transport.  

 There are road safety issues for pedestrians, cyclists, horse riders and drivers 
along Innes Road and the junction with High Street/Station Road. The 
narrowness of the road results in damage to vehicles and boundaries when 
vehicles attempt to pass each other, this would be exacerbated by 
development. There is no capacity to widen Innes Road, provide passing 
places or a footpath. It is not possible to provide a footpath and this puts 
school children at increased risk. The development is contrary to the objective 
to protect the Sustrans route.  

 The loss of view will impact on residential amenity. There will be a detrimental 
visual impact on the landscape from several view points.  

 Development will destroy wildlife and habitat.  The land is currently used for 
grazing horses adding a vital rural element to the village. 

 
Mr AW Clarke (0607) 
The number of residents living in Garmouth is inaccurate as the census figure is 3 
years old.  
 
Rosslyn Golding (0603) 
Object to housing to rear of Sonas but less concerned with housing to west of 
this.  
 
Gordon Rae (0616) 
No further expansion should be permitted on “greenbelt”.  
 
Mr Stephen Forsyth (0586) 
Prior to development the road should be widened as there is insufficient room for 
vehicles to pass resulting in over-riding of verges and driveways being used to 
allow passing.  Development must fit with the character of the properties in vicinity 
including nearby listed buildings. There is no demand evidenced by number of 
sites for sale locally with no development having occurred. 
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Bill and Shirley Lamb (0942) 
View the area as amenity green space and this should be ENV given the function 
it performs.  There is vacant property in Garmouth and development at 
Connagedale. Questions why there is a requirement for housing in Garmouth.  
 
Innes Community Council (0129). Garmouth and Kingston Amenities Committee 
(0149) 
Raises concern that the term one and half storey has become "elastic" and 
buildings are much higher than traditional 1.5 storey houses. 
 
ENV6 

Mr Cyril Smith (0025) 
Within the Moray Local Plan 2008 the land to the east of Orchard House, Spey 
Street, Garmouth is undesignated but within the settlement boundary. This 
position was agreed as part of the negotiations to the Moray Local Plan 2008.  An 
application for a house was submitted in 2011. The application was withdrawn 
while further information was collated. Since the withdrawal of the application 
agreement has been reached with the Roads department regarding access and a 
flood risk assessment has been completed and the proposals have the support of 
Scottish Environment Protection Agency. Scottish Water has also indicated that 
they will accept a future application for a foul sewer connection. Development 
Management will now be reconsidering the application.  There has been no 
change in local circumstance since 2008 and it is inappropriate to now designate 
the land as ENV6.   
 
Lhanbryde 
R1 West of St Andrews Road 
Scottish Environment Protection Agency (0569) 
Investigations suggest site R1 is likely to have groundwater dependent terrestrial 
ecosystems on or around them. It is recommended that applications are 
supported by the results of a walkover and photographic survey of habitats to 
assess the presence of potential wetlands. 
 
AE Milne and Son (0881) 
Support designation of R1 Lhanbryde and continue to be committed to seeing this 
developed.  Do not object in principle to an indication of design factors but wish to 
ensure that there is sufficient degree of flexibility so that developers can deliver 
housing effectively based on the ability of the market to support the development 
of the site in relation to any constraints. (See Issue 17). 
 
Urquhart  
Objectives 

Mr E Rattray (0701) 
Support objective to “retain and enhance rural and historical character of 
Urquhart” but note Urquhart contains a mix of traditional and modern development 
and is not a conservation village. There are good examples of traditional cottages 
but these should not restrict development. 
 
R1 and LONG1 
Ray Cartwright (0929) 
Development of R1 will depart from the traditional layout (one house facing street 
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with no backfilling) and will introduce suburban style layout criticised in 2000 Local 
Plan. If R1 is developed it should be one row of houses facing Meft Road.  Given 
that Beil’s Brae layout "departed from the village’s character" (Moray Local Plan 
2000) and infill has meant further loss of character there should be moratorium on 
releasing any land.  The requirements of the plan are not delivered resulting in the 
objectives of the plan "to retain and enhance the rural and historical character of 
Urquhart" are not achieved. The Moray Council is critical of development 
proposals but it is not able to meet the objectives itself.  There is a problem with 
the Meft Road junction and there is a lack of pedestrian walkway. No solutions 
have been found and development should not be released until this is found.  The 
R1 text is misleading when it refers to connections to existing pedestrian network 
and it should be clearly stated that there are none.  No consideration has been 
given to increased traffic on Meft Road. Pedestrians exit the park onto Meft Road, 
or use the car park and cross to the village hall.   
 
Mr E Rattray (0701) 
Supports allocation for housing in Urquhart at R1 and LONG1 as Urquhart has 
capacity to accommodate this limited development. Currently there is no 5 year 
effective supply in Urquhart and the OPP1 site in the 2008 plan is now developed. 
The site at Meft Road is in the Moray Local Plan 2008 as a LONG site for up to 20 
houses with the caveat that the site would be considered for inclusion/designation 
in future reviews.  Urquhart has now had a period of consolidation and given the 
absence of development opportunities it is now appropriate to bring forward the 
site for development in two phases. Bringing the LONG site forward is justified as 
there is no longer an effective supply of housing in Urquhart.  Urquhart has been 
disadvantaged in the past by being allocated no new housing sites unlike other 
small villages with fewer community facilities and services. Urquhart has a range 
of community facilities including shop, post office, playing field, parish hall, public 
house and cemetery. The R1 designation will help support and sustain these 
facilities.  There is strong local demand for housing and since widening of the 
road into Urquhart from Garmouth there are no constraints affecting development.  
Development at R1 would not adversely affect the village character.  The level of 
development proposed on R1 and LONG1 is appropriate to the village size and 
character.  The site at Meft Road is close to the village centre, has clearly defined 
boundaries, has low landscape sensitivity, fits with the character of the village, 
creates a logical northern settlement edge and is easily accessible due to road 
frontage.   
 
Mr S Rattray (1017) 
There is currently no effective housing supply in Urquhart and R1 and LONG 
should be brought forward for development in the Local Development Plan. This 
will support local services and facilities. The site is close to the village centre, has 
well defined boundaries, has road frontage, fits the character of Urquhart, is not 
unduly visible being set back from the ridgeline and is a logical northern limit for 
the village. Supports phased allocation of R1 and LONG 1. 
 
Not Taken Forward 
Mr Ed Rattray (0087) 
Object to omission of site for small scale low density housing development on infill 
site between Glebe House and Hawthorn Cottage, Main Street, Urquhart (plan 
included with representation). The current settlement boundary in this part of the 
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village is irregular in shape and the proposed development represents a logical 
‘rounding off’ of the south-western village settlement boundary. The site is 
suitable for small scale infill housing development. The site is bounded by existing 
housing and the public road. The site benefits from a long road frontage with 
direct access onto the B9103. Development would have minimal impact on the 
settlement character and would not detract from the character or setting of any 
existing buildings. The site constitutes an appropriate infill development 
opportunity allowing for the organic growth of the village and the settlement 
boundary should be extended in this location to accommodate small scale 
housing development  
 

Modifications sought by those submitting representations: 

 
Garmouth  
Water and Drainage 
Scottish Water (0113) 
Minor adaptation to text on infrastructure "There is limited capacity at the Scottish 
Water treatment plant for Garmouth. It is anticipated that new housing within 
Garmouth would link to the existing treatment plant and will not require works that 
could impact on the SPA and Ramsar interests. Any formal application to connect 
to Scottish Water networks are subject to assessment of the potential impact the 
development may have on existing customers and there is an obligation on 
developers to mitigate any adverse impact their development may present. In 
order that Scottish Water can access the necessary funding to provide additional 
strategic treatment capacity, should this be required, it is essential that the 
Council promotes such sites within their plans so as they can act as triggers for 
required investment and form part of Scottish Water's investment planning 
process." 
 
Scottish Natural Heritage (1027) 
Amend text under Water and Drainage to "It is anticipated that new housing within 
Garmouth would link to the existing treatment plant and will not require works that 
could impact on the SAC, SPA and Ramsar interests".  
 
R1 South of Innes Road 
Innes Community Council (0129). Garmouth and Kingston Amenities Committee 
(0149), Mr AW Clarke (0607), Gordon Rae (0616), David and Jenny Burridge 
(0633), Hilary Dawson (0913), Robert Dodsworth and Karen Stewart (0970), Mrs 
Susan Barclay (0971) 
Remove R1 from the plan. 
 
Stephen Forsyth (0586) Alison Young (0949) 
None stated, implied removal of R1.  
 
Rossyln Golding (0603) 
No housing to rear of Sonas.  
 
Bill and Shirley Lamb (0942) 
Remove R1 and make ENV.   
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ENV6 

Mr Cyril Smith(0025) 
Land to east of Orchard House, Garmouth should be left as white unzoned land 
within the settlement boundary 
 
Lhanbryde 
R1 West of St Andrews Road 

Scottish Environment Protection Agency (0569) 
It is recommended that applications are supported by the results of a walkover 
and photographic survey of habitats to assess the presence of potential wetlands. 
 
AE Milne and Son (0881) 
Key design principles for the proposed R1 designation be set out as indicative at 
this stage with a requirement for a Landscape Design and Visual Appraisal of the 
site to determine the development/landscape areas on a site specific basis in 
relation to site specific development. 
 
Urquhart  
Objectives  
Mr E Rattray (0701) 
Implied amendment to allow modern development. 
 
R1 and LONG1 
Ray Cartwright (0929) 
Moratorium of further development in Urquhart 
 
Mr E Rattray (0701), Mr S Rattray (1017) 
No change to plan.  
 
Not Taken Forward 

Mr Ed Rattray (0087) 
Designate site between Glebe House and Hawthorn Cottage Urquhart for housing 
 

Summary of responses (including reasons) by planning authority: 

 
Garmouth  
Water and Drainage 
Scottish Water’s comments are noted. If the Reporter is so minded the Council 
would not object to amending the text to reflect the wording provided, however it 
is not considered appropriate to include the last sentence which relates to 
operational and procedural matters. The additional text proposed by Scottish 
Water (excluding last sentence) will provide additional information to the 
community and developers and does not fundamentally change the intention of 
the statement nor add additional burdens. As noted by Scottish Natural Heritage 
the text should also make reference to SAC given the proximity to the River Spey 
SAC. The following wording is considered suitable “There is limited capacity at the 
Scottish Water treatment plan for Garmouth. It is anticipated that new housing 
within Garmouth would link to the existing treatment plant and will not require 
works that could impact on the SPA, SAC and Ramsar interests. Any formal 
application to connect to Scottish Water networks are subject to assessment of 
the potential impact the development may have on existing customers and there 
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is an obligation on developers to mitigate any adverse impact their development 
may present 
 
The Council would have no objection if the Reporter were minded to make the 
modifications highlighted above.  
 
R1 South of Innes Road 

Within the Moray Local Plan 2008 (CD10 page 175) the site is out with the 
settlement boundary where there is a presumption against development. 
However, the settlement boundary is reviewed as part of the review of each local 
development plan. Following a landscape study (BD/13g/01) it was considered 
this site (which was bid 134) was suitable for housing and that the settlement 
boundary should be amended.  
 
Site R1 can be designed to reflect the character of Garmouth and minimise 
impacts on amenity. A landscape study (BD/13g/01 page8) was undertaken on 
behalf of the Council and the recommendations within that have been included 
within the allocation. The site was found to be sheltered, well contained and 
related well to the village. The site follows the settlement pattern which is focused 
around the conjunction of narrow roads. Development layout and design will be 
assessed against policies PP3 Placemaking, IMP1 Developer Requirements, and 
the principles within the Supplementary Guidance on Urban Design. 
Implementation of these policies and principles would minimise impacts on 
residential amenity and the character of the settlement. The site is a small 
sheltered site and its loss is considered to have minimal impact on the rural 
ambiance given the more open countryside around the village. The site does lie 
on the edge of the conservation area and it would be expected that this context is 
acknowledged within the layout and design of proposals in line with PP3 
Placemaking and the Supplementary Guidance on Urban Design.  
 
The landscape assessment undertaken acknowledges the site is visible on the 
approach to the village from the north west but noted the site was not visually 
prominent. The study concluded that from a landscape and visual perspective the 
site has potential for development. Impacts on private views are not a material 
planning consideration.  
 
10 houses is a relatively small increase in housing and this level of development 
reflects the third tier status of the village and the services it has. Need and 
demand for housing in the Elgin Housing Market Area has been demonstrated 
through the Housing Need and Demand Assessment (CD12) and Strategic 
Housing Land Requirements Background Paper (CD21). An allocation within 
Garmouth allows for development to be planned for rather than rely on windfall 
sites like the approved development at Connagedale.  
 
Note the concerns raised regarding sewage drainage. The comments from 
Scottish Water advise that there is capacity within the WWTW for development 
and that the developer would not be allowed to connect until any necessary 
mitigation work was completed.  
 
The allocation text acknowledges that widening of Innes Road and provision of 
passing places on the approach from the west would be sought. Some of these 
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improvements may require third party land and therefore may constrain 
development leading to the site not being effective. If these constraints can be 
overcome, proposals would be assessed against policy T2 Provision of Access 
which includes consideration of provision of mitigation/modification to ensure the 
safety and efficiency of the transport network.  
 
The site is not Countryside Around Towns and within the Moray Local Plan 2008 
(CD10 page 174) is only protected due to its location outwith the settlement 
boundary. The land is in private ownership and does not have the characteristics 
associated with ENV designations. It does not act as a park or play area nor does 
it serve a landscape function. Given its use for grazing it would not be described 
as natural or semi natural. There is no justification to designate this as ENV.  
 
The population figures given are based on the census and are included to provide 
an indication of the scale of the settlement. They are not expected to remain static 
throughout the plan period and are taken from the best available source at the 
time of publication which in this case was the last census.  
 
Garmouth R1 Conclusion 
The concerns raised by the respondents in respect of deliverability of road 
improvements have some merit which needs to be weighed up against the 
suitability of the site in visual and landscape terms and the need to provide a 
range of sites as required by Scottish Planning Policy (CD01) paragraph 120. It is 
noted that sufficient land has been identified to meet requirements in the Elgin 
Housing Market Area including an allowance of 50% to ensure a generous supply 
is maintained. Should the Reporter be minded to remove the site there would be 
no need to allocate an alternative site for 10 houses. The concerns and issues 
raised in respect of waste water provision are recognised however Scottish Water 
have advised that the foul drainage flows from site R1 would have limited impact 
on the network and treatment plant.  
 
If the Reporter is so minded, the Council would not object to removal of site R1 
from the plan. If removed the settlement boundary in this area should revert to the 
boundary in the Moray Local Plan 2008.  
 
ENV6 

The Council acknowledge the agreed position during preparation of the Moray 
Local Plan 2008 (CD10) led to the site being identified as white land. At this time 
the objector had sought an allocation for two houses but this was not supported 
due to flood risk concerns.  
 
The site falls within the 1 in 200 year flood area on the Scottish Environment 
Protection Agency Flood Map 2014 (BD/13g/02). Development Plans are required 
by Scottish Planning Policy (CD01) to have regard to the flood maps prepared by 
Scottish Environment Protection Agency (paragraph 260). Scottish Planning 
Policy states the planning system should promote a precautionary approach to 
flood risk (paragraph 255) and that piecemeal reduction of the functional flood 
plain should be avoided given the cumulative effects of reducing storage capacity 
(paragraph 256). The area falls into the “Medium to High Risk” flood risk category 
as set out in the flood risk framework in Scottish Planning Policy (paragraph 263). 
The most recent planning application submitted after consultation on the 
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Proposed Plan closed, 14/00747/APP, has been withdrawn by the applicant. 
However, it is noted Scottish Environment Protection Agency objected 
(BD/13g/03) to the application on the grounds that it may place buildings and 
persons at flood risk contrary to Scottish Planning Policy and PAN69.  
 
Given the precautionary approach to flood risk advocated within Scottish Planning 
Policy (CD01 page57), the objection from Scottish Environment Protection 
Agency to the planning application (BD/13g/03) and the uncertainty the white land 
“designation” gives to the community it is considered more appropriate to identify 
the land as ENV6 and part of the green corridor on the eastern edge of the village 
where it abuts the golf course. 
 
No modification is proposed.  
 
Lhanbryde 
R1 West of St Andrews Road 
The commitment to development of the site is noted. The Key Design Principles 
are discussed under Issue 17.  
 
If the Reporter is so minded the Council would not object to additional text 
requiring a walkover and photographic survey of habitats to assess for the 
presence of wetlands being added into the site designation text. The following 
wording is considered suitable “a walkover and photographic survey of habitats is 
required to assess for the presence of wetlands.” 
 
The Council would have no objection if the Reporter were minded to make the 
modifications highlighted above.  
 
Urquhart  
Objectives 

The Council acknowledges the comments and consider a modern development 
that respects the traditional character and pattern of development can be 
achieved on the site. However the Council wishes to avoid sub-urban layouts that 
do not reflect the historic settlement pattern such as that at Beils Brae.  
 
No modification is proposed.  
 
R1 and LONG1 

Support for the site is noted.  
 
There is no evidence to suggest that it would not be possible for the site layout to 
reflect the character of older parts of Urquhart but acknowledge it is unlikely to be 
possible to develop a through road. Council would seek to encourage frontage 
onto Meft Road in line with policy PP3 Placemaking and Supplementary Guidance 
on Urban Design, but limiting development to Meft Road frontage only is not 
justifiable nor would it meet demand for housing. Cognisance to the principles in 
policy PP3 Placemaking and Supplementary Guidance on Urban Design will help 
to achieve a layout and design that will respect the context and meet the 
objectives to retain and enhance the rural and historic character of Urquhart.   
 
As a third tier settlement with a range of community facilities/services Urquhart 
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has capacity to accommodate growth in proportion to its size and function. A 6% 
increase in households over the plan period is not excessive or likely to 
overwhelm the village. There has been no “active” allocation in the 2008 Local 
Plan (CD10 page 229) which was to allow for a period of consolidation. Taking 
forward part of the LONG site follows through on the agreed position to consider 
releasing the site in future reviews as set out in the Moray Local Plan 2008 (CD10 
page 229). The lack of effective sites leads to pressure on “infill” sites which can 
dilute settlement character. Providing for planned growth to meet demand could 
help relieve pressure on infill sites.  
 
The issues in respect of traffic impact, access provision and footpath connections 
would be investigated further at the planning application stage and would be 
considered against the criteria in policy T2 Provision of Access. Policy T2 requires 
the impact on the existing transport network and any necessary mitigation to be 
addressed. The text states that “where possible” footpath connections should be 
made in acknowledgement of the limited existing footpaths. 
 
No modification is proposed.  
 
Not Taken Forward 

This site was not supported at the Main Issues Report stage (see CD04 “Bid Site 
Checklist” for bid site R4). The site formed part of a larger site that was 
considered during the Moray Local Plan 2008 examination (CD26 page 2.188 
referred to as Site B). The Reporter concluded that the site was strategically 
important in landscape terms and should not be allocated for housing 
development. The Reporter also considered that such a designation would be 
unacceptably detrimental to the character and setting of Urquhart. The Reporter 
considered the site to be “essentially rural in character” and “strategically 
important in landscape terms.” The site also has poor access due to the proximity 
to the existing accesses and visibility restrictions. There has been no change in 
circumstances since the examination into the 2008 Local Plan and there is no 
requirement for additional housing over and above the allocations made.  
 
No modification is proposed.  
 

Reporter’s conclusions: 

 
 

Reporter’s recommendations: 

 
 

 


